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George Youngs Coaches is a local coach operator which specialises in 

National and International Coach trips. They have regular customers who 

organise tours through them, as well as customers who may only use them 

once or twice a year and people who use them for one off trips. 

They also do school runs for various schools around the Herefordshire and 

Gloucestershire regions. Ultimately they are left doing work for a lot of 

people, which has to be sorted to make sure they always have enough 

drivers to cover all the work they have. Some drivers however don’t have 

experience abroad or can’t drive certain vehicles, so they cannot do certain 

jobs. Furthermore George Youngs have to assure they have enough coaches 

to carry out the certain jobs, so they don’t double book a coach or driver at 

any one time. Records are kept of all of the runs carried out on paper. This is

a very tiresome method, especially when references are needed and 

monthly invoices are drawn up. 

Data kept includes customer and driver details, which is very sensitive 

information and needs to be kept safe. They need to also be able to find 

information very quickly, should they be talking to someone on the phone 

that urgently needs it, or whenever they need to post quotes, invoices or 

contact someone. The current paper based system makes it harder for them 

to search through lots of files, due to the sheer number and size of them. 

Organisation is another problem, because it is put back into the filing cabinet

in no particular order and so is hard to find again. It is also impossible to get 

a copy of the data, because there is no photocopy machine available and if 

the information is needed, then the whole file is taken and on occasions can 

be left where it was taken and never returned. This can be addressed with 
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theUser RequirementsAfter speaking with the end user, George Youngs 

Coaches I was informed of what they wanted to see in the final solution. 

The end user is the proprietor of George Youngs Coaches, Mrs. Rose Young. 

Also using the system will be her 2 sons Kevin and Keith Young. It will be 

important to incorporate exactly what they require into the system, which is 

why I will be meeting with them on a regular basis. 

They would like to see the inclusion of most of the data that they keep, 

including;* Driver details* Past and all new customers details* The jobs 

carried out by the company* Details of the coaches kept. These can all be 

linked into a relational database and will enable them to make sure that they

never use a driver or bus twice at any one time, and they can assign a driver

and coach to each job they do. They went into more detail explaining that 

driver and customer details include the usual things such as names, 

addresses, telephone numbers and postcode as well as the bus they drive, 

how long they were driving for that day and how long the job took. They also 

need a record of the coaches they keep. This will be linked in with the other 

databases so they know which coach is doing what and when. 

Details such as bus registration, bus driver, number of seats and MOT, and 

tax dates. They would also like alerts so that they can be reminded of these 

datesThey need the solution to contain everything the current system does, 

only in a more organized form. Because the new system will be running on a 

computer, this will be a lot simpler as it can be stored in separate tables and 

organized by date, alphabetically or any other way. This also allows for the 

whole database to be searched or queried, allowing the user to find things in 
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an instant, making it easy to find the data they require. One thing that may 

be difficult will be setting the reminder alerts. I do not yet know if it is 

possible to do this sort of thing in an access database without some kind of 

intense Visual Basic programming. 

However I will investigate this and try to implement it as best as I can into 

the final solution. If they do not open the database on a day with alerts then 

they will not see it, so this would render the feature useless. System 

RequirementsAfter analyzing what they wanted I constructed a list of system

requirements I thought they should have in order to run the system. It was;* 

A Pentium (or equivalent) 200MHz processor – This will enable the solution to

run smoothly and calculate things quickly.* 64Mb of RAM – This will aid the 

processor when trying to work out complex macros, and will allow the 

solution to be ‘ copied’ into RAM when it is opened, allowing for faster 

editing.* 5GB Hard drive – At least 200MB of space should be reserved for 

the database solution, so that plenty can be saved. 

* A 17″ monitor with a 1024 x 768 resolution – This will keep the user from 

straining their eyes when using the computer over a period of time and allow

them to see more of the database at any one time, when in the higher 

resolution.* A recent graphics card – An 8Mb or more card will give the user 

optimum quality on their monitor. It should be able to display in 16-bit colour

at 1024 x 768, as this is what I am designing the database for, and will allow 

them to read the text more easily.* A CD – Rewriter (optional) – If the 

spreadsheet gets too big, this is a simple way to transport it. 
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It is also the best backup solution.* A copy of Microsoft Access (included in 

office 2000)* A copy of either Windows Millennium Edition or Windows 98 

Second edition. I was able to analyse the current system at the office of 

George Youngs Coaches to see what hardware they have, and what software

they are running and compare it with my recommended I found out they had

the following system; Hardware: A Pentium 2 350MHz processor, 64Mb of 

RAM, 6GB Hard drive, a 17″ Monitor (16 bit, 800 x 600 resolution), a 16Mb 

Graphics CardSoftware: Microsoft Windows 98 and Microsoft Office 2000, 

including Access 2000. They did meet my recommended criteria in all areas 

apart from one, the screen resolution. They currently run 800 x 600, but I 

highly recommend 1024 x 768, especially on a 17″ monitor. 

They thought it looked too small at first and it took them a while to come 

around to the idea. This is shown below; One thing they were lacking is a CD-

rewriter. These are very low priced nowadays and fast ones can be picked up

for as little as ï¿½49. It would be wise to add a CD-rewriter to the system, to 

backup the solution on a regular basis. This is the most cost effective backup

system, with blank write-once CD’s retailing for as little as 20p and re-

writable CD’s costing as little as ï¿½1. 

50. ConstraintsAfter speaking to the proprietor of George Youngs Coaches 

and reviewing their machine specifications, I was able to draw up a list of 

constraints, both human and physical. To start with, there are very few 

Human constraints. No one has any serious problems, there are no visual 

impairments and no one has arthritis or anything of that nature. However the

computers are new and are used very little and they have no previous 
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knowledge of computers. The only thing the computers are used for is to 

calculate routes on the route calculating software. 

This requires very little knowledge, as everything is self explanatory and 

done with the mouse. This means that they are not very fast typists and, by 

their own admittance, are not very computer literate. Therefore the solution 

will have to be very minimal on typing and as simple to understand and use 

as possible. User documentation was requested and will be provided. 

Physical constraints were, again very minimalist. A CD Re-writer was not 

present on George Youngs Coaches machine; one of the partners has one on 

his home computer how ever. This could be a problem, as the files will get to

big for a standard floppy disk, and they will need a way of backing up the 

files and, should they need a copy elsewhere, transporting them to other 

computers. These drives can be picked up for under ï¿½60, this is well within

in their budget, but does pose another problem in that they do not have 

sufficient hardware knowledge to know how to install and configure the new 

drive. 

One option would be to take it into a local computer shop and have them 

install it. However this will again increase the price, probably by around 

ï¿½30 or so. If they were willing to install it themselves, the drive should 

come with some sort of documentation, so it shouldn’t be too complicated. I 

can also assist them in doing so, as I installed one myself on my home 

computer without any problems. Input, processing and Output needsTo input

data into the database, a conventional keyboard will be fine. This will enable 

them to use the database to full effect. 
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Anything like a graphics tablet or bar code reader would not be needed 

because a database program isn’t designed to be used with any of them. A 

scanner and OCR package would be an option, if they wanted to transfer all 

their current documents to the computer, but they specifically said they did 

not want to do this, as it would be too time consuming to transfer all the old 

data into the new database. A mouse is the standard pointing device and 

this will be fine for use with the database, as nothing more than clicking in 

the appropriate place will be required.. To process the data, a database 

package will be used. Microsoft Access is the chosen package as it is very 

commonplace and fairly easy to get hold off if they don’t already own a copy.

The data will be stored in the database and can be modified by the user or 

by using a series of visual basic scripts, relationships and basic formulas to 

process the data, into a way in which it can be output into one of the 

methods below. There are many ways in which data within the database can 

be output. The main one will be the ability to save to a file for later use. 

Tables can be exported separately and can be bought back for use in the 

future should anything happen to the main tables in the database . A 

structured file system with filenames representing the content will be 

mandatory as this will speed up locating the file they are looking file. 

Another important output method is the ability to print out data, queries and 

reports. This should be done automatically when a button is clicked and the 

user should not have to worry about margins and what the print out will look 

like. I will design the way the printout is displayed, although George Youngs 

Coaches will obviously check that it is suitable and it will be displayed on 

their headed paper. Another output format will be the ability to transfer the 
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database to external hardware, be it a blank CD or a webserver for 

transportation or backup purposes. The latter could also be used to display 

the entire database, or certain reports or tables as a web page, when it has 

been exported from access in HTML format. Using a button it would also be 

possible to e-mail the file from within access, either sending individual 

tables, or the whole database as an attachment. 

This would mean that it could be sent from user to user. However this could 

be a problem if they are using a free e-mail provider such as Yahoo! because

they limit the maximum size that an attachment can be, so if the file gets 

too big, it may not be able to be sent unless they have there own webspace. 

Design Of SolutionThe information flows through the current system in a 

similar way to the new solution will. This is illustrated below in 2 

diagramsCurrent System: New, Electronic Solution: The Detailed DesignFor 

the final solution I have decided to use Microsoft Access as this provides me 

with a large range of options that I can use and as it is designed specifically 

for complex databases and that is required for the final solution. 

There are alternatives available. The Database section of Microsoft Works for

Windows could have been used instead of Access or, straying from Microsoft 

products, another Office suite could have been used assuming it has a 

database program. These include The Lotus and Corel WordPerfect Suites. A 

spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel could’ve been considered, as 

similar results may be achievable. 

The only way to determine which was most appropriate was to compare all 

the Software available, trying out different features of it and rejecting 
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software which would not meet the quota. Microsoft AccessThis was the 

initial first choice of software although I thought it would be appropriate to 

test all the options available. Microsoft Access been built up over the years 

and now offers a huge range if features including Tables with relationships, 

complex macros, running entire websites with the database acting as a ‘ 

central hub’. Although I will need to use some of the features, some will be 

useful and some will not. The standard features I need and must be available

are tables that can draw information from one another automatically, the 

ability to input data easily into the tables and then recall it, in a printer 

friendly layout so that data can be taken or distributed where necessary. 

Microsoft Access incorporates all of these features with a wealth of options 

available for each one. 

It covers everything in plenty of depth and can create user-friendly 

interfaces with images and options similar to what can be commonly found 

on a webpage, and so users will be more familiar with what they are doing. 

Microsoft Access may seem daunting to anyone that may not have come 

across it before as he or she will not know where to start, so if Access is to be

used then a large documentation will be required so as the user is not lost. 

Microsoft Works For WindowsThis is Microsoft’s Integrated works suite, as it 

contains a Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database and Contacts program. 

Each program is not as accomplished as the respective equivalent from the 

Microsoft Office suite, and does not offer as many options. 

It is as easy to get hold of as Microsoft Office and retails at about a quarter of

the price. However it is not as suitable for the solution. It is a flat file 

database which means that there can be no relationships between tables 
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and they will not be able to draw information from one another. It does offer 

basic querying functions, which would be enough to search through for 

people but it will not put them in a report format similar to that of Microsoft 

Access. It offers limited Macros, which can be a problem for automated tasks.

The program maybe a bit too basic for what I am trying to accomplish for the

solution. Microsoft ExcelAlthough it is primarily a spreadsheet package, it 

could be considered to be used for the final solution. It has a wealth of 

options available, although none of them are there so as the program can 

incorporate databases, for example there are no query or report options. 

However lookup tables could be used and if each sheet was a different table,

data could be taken from one sheet and used in another. 

Even though there is a large range of options, I don’t think that Microsoft 

Excel would be as good to use as Microsoft access. I have drawn up a table 

below showing what each program has to offer. Microsoft AccessMicrosoft 

WorksMicrosoft ExcelProgram TypeRelationalFlat-

fileSpreadsheetTablesYesNoSimilar (Sheets)RelationshipsYesNoSimilar 

(Lookups)QueriesYesSimpleSimple 

SearchReportsYesNoNoMacrosYesSimpleYesUser Interface’Web 

Style’Simple’Web Style’Range Of featuresLargeMediumLargeEase Of 

UseHardMediumHardPrice – Upgradeï¿½105. 74N/Aï¿½99. 88Price -

Standaloneï¿½276. 

13ï¿½61. 09ï¿½282. 00Price – Packageï¿½405. 38ï¿½61. 09$405. 

38Creating the solution from scratchThe following explanation explains how 

to replicate the system exactly when presented with an empty access 
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database. Creating Table 1Open Microsoft Access – You will be presented 

with the screen below. Click the ‘ Blank Access database’ radio button, as 

circled and then click okYou will then be presented with the ‘ File New 

Database’ option screen (below right). This window is where you decide 

where to save your database. Browse to the desired folder (1), by either 

using the drop down box at the top or the folder icons in the main window, 

and choose a file name for the new database. 

In the example I chose “ Youngs Database”, and will use this throughout the 

example. Type this in the ‘ File name’ box (2) and press the ‘ Create’ button 

(3). You will then be presented with the main database screen. From here 

you can access all the Tables, Queries, Forms, Reports, Pages, Macros and 

Modules that are made in the database. 

To start with, create a new table by double clicking ‘ Create table in Design 

View’. The field names must now be entered and data types distinguished so

that data can now be entered. The field names and characteristics entered 

into the database are displayed in the tables in Appendix 1. You must define 

at least one field before you can save the table, so I will show you how to 

input the data into this table, relating back to ‘ Appendix 1’, at the end of the

report. 

This method should then be duplicated to recreate the other tables in the 

database. Looking at the criteria for the first table, tbl_employees, you can 

see the first field is Employee ID, which is the unique identifier for each 

Emploee. Every worker who is entered into the table will automatically be 

given a unique ID. So in the first field type Employee, as shown on the right, 
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and then in the drop down box under ‘ data type’, select ‘ Autonumber’. 

Beneath the table a selection of ‘ Field Properties’ will now appear. 

You must now alter these according to Appendix 1. The criteria for employee 

ID is shown below. Field: Employee IDValueData TypeAutoNumberField 

SizeLong IntegerNew ValuesIncrementFormatGeneral 

NumberCaptionEmployee IDIndexedYes (No Duplicates)Simply selecting 

values from a drop down menu alters all of these, with the exception of ‘ 

Caption’, which must be typed in. The ‘ Field properties box should now look 

like this;. before you can input. To distinguish tables, queries, forms, reports 

etc, I will save it in the form (object type)_uniquetablename, in this case 

tbl_employees. 

All the tables should now be created using the filed names and 

characteristics from the tables in Appendix 1. If a field name is displayed as ‘

Lookup: Field Name’, then that field lookup and draws data from another 

table. In order to achieve this you must tell the table database to look up 

data from another table. Before altering fields to look up data, you should 

have all the tables complete and without any data in them. One of the fields 

that requires values to be looked up is in the tbl_employee table and is the 

field, Vehicle ID. 

This takes data from the table, tbl_vehicles and displays the ID of the 

Vehicle, and registration number of the vehicle that the employee drives. 

Open the table tbl_employees in design view by right clicking on it and 

selecting ‘ Design View’ as shown to the right. Then go to the ‘ Vehicle ID’ 

field and click on the ‘ Data Type’ section for this field. You will then be 
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presented with a drop down box with options in it. Then click on the option of

‘ Lookup Wizard. 

..’, it will be the last option. This is shown on the picture on the right. After 

clicking this you will be taken to the lookup wizard which helps guide you 

through the lookup process. On the first screen you will be presented with 2 

options; 1. 

I want the lookup column to look the values in a table or query2. I will type in

the values that I want. Select option 1, it should be the default selection, 

then hit the next button. You will be presented with a list of tables available 

for you to take data from. Select ‘ tbl_vehicles’, as this is the table we want 

to take data from, then press the next button. You will be presented with all 

the fields in that table. 

This screen is shown on the top right of the next pageSelect the top option 

(1), Vehicle ID, then hit the single right pointing arrow (2). Vehicle ID should 

now be in the ‘ Selected Fields’ box and ‘ Registration Number’ will be top of 

the ‘ Available Fields’ box. Press the right arrow again and this move across 

to ‘ Selected Fields’ also. Then hit the next button. You should now be 

presented with a screen whereby you can adjust the width of the columns of 

the drop down box when you are inputting data. 

Before doing anything else, uncheck the box that says ‘ Hide Key Column 

(Recommended)’, this will then bring up the ‘ Vehicle ID’ field in the box 

below. You should now adjust the width of the ‘ Registration number’ field so 

that you can read all of the 2 words. Shown below is what the wizard looks 

like before and after making the changes. Before AfterPress next, then press 
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next again, as the option you want (Vehicle ID) is selected. Finally type 

Vehicle ID in the box on the next screen, then press Finish. 

It will now ask you if you want to save now, so that a relationship can be 

created, select ‘ Yes’. You should now do the same for ‘ Run ID’. However 

you will need to choose different options at various stages throughout the 

process, these are listed below;* In step 2, choose ‘ tbl_busruns’ as the table 

to take data from.* In step 3, Move ‘ Run ID’ and ‘ Destination’ to the ‘ 

Selected Fields’ box.* In Step 5, Choose run ID as the unique column.* In 

Step 6, type ‘ Run ID’ in the text box at the top of the screen. AfterWork 

ScheduleTestingTable layout for the tbl_customer table; Field: Customer 

IDValueData TypeAutoNumberField SizeLong IntegerNew 

ValuesIncrementFormatGeneral NumberCaptionCustomer IDIndexedYes (No 

Duplicates)Field: Company NameData TypeTextField Size50FormatInput 

MaskCaptionCompany IDDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredYesAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText BoxField: Contact NameData 

TypeTextField Size50FormatInput MaskCaptionContact NameDefault 

ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredNoAllow Zero 

LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText 

BoxField: Contact TitleData TypeTextField Size20FormatInput 

MaskCaptionContact TitleDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredNoAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText BoxField: Address 1Data 

TypeTextField Size50FormatInput MaskCaptionAddress 1Default 

ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredYesAllow Zero 
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LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText 

BoxField: Address 2Data TypeTextField Size50FormatInput 

MaskCaptionAddress 2Default ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredNoAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText BoxField: TownData 

TypeTextField Size50FormatInput MaskCaptionTownDefault ValueValidation 

RuleValidation TextRequiredYesAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText BoxField: CountyData 

TypeTextField Size50FormatInput MaskCaptionCountyDefault 

ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredYesAllow Zero 

LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode CompressionYesField: PostcodeData 

TypeTextField Size50FormatInput Mask> LL00 0LL; 0; 

_CaptionPostcodeDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredYesAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesField: TelephoneData TypeNumberField 

Size11FormatGeneral NumberDecimal Places0Input MaskCaptionTelephone 

NumberDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredYesAllow Zero 

LengthNoLookup: Display ValueText BoxField: FaxData TypeNumberField 

Size11FormatGeneral NumberDecimal Places0Input MaskCaptionFax 

NumberDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredNoAllow Zero 

LengthNoLookup: Display ValueText BoxField: E-mail AddressData 

TypeTextField Size60FormatInput MaskCaptionE-mail AddressDefault 

ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredNoAllow Zero 

LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText 

BoxTable layout for the tbl_employees table; Field: Employee IDValueData 

TypeAutoNumberField SizeLong IntegerNew ValuesIncrementFormatGeneral 
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NumberCaptionEmployee IDIndexedYes (No Duplicates)Field: SurnameData 

TypeTextField Size50FormatInput MaskCaptionSurnameDefault 

ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredYesAllow Zero 

LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode CompressionYesField: ForenameData 

TypeTextField Size50FormatInput MaskCaptionForenameDefault 

ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredYesAllow Zero 

LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode CompressionYesField: TitleData TypeTextField 

Size20FormatInput MaskCaptionTitleDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredNoAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesLookup: Display ValueText BoxField: Vehicle IDField 

SizeLong IntegerFormatDecimal PlacesAutoInput MaskCaptionVehicle 

DrivenDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation TextRequiredNoIndexedYes 

(Duplicates OK)Lookup: Display ValueCombo BoxLookup: Row Source 

TypeTable/QueryLookup: Row SourceSELECT [tbl_vehicles].[Vehicle ID], 

[tbl_vehicles].[Registration Number] FROM [tbl_vehicles]Lookup: Bound 

Column1Lookup: Column Count2Lookup: Column HeadsNoLookup: Column 

Widths2. 54cm; 2. 54cmLookup: List Rows8Lookup: List Width5. 

079cmLookup: Limit To ListYesField: Address 1Data TypeTextField 

Size50FormatInput MaskCaptionAddress 1Default ValueValidation 

RuleValidation TextRequiredYesAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesField: Address 2Data TypeTextField Size50FormatInput 

MaskCaptionAddress 2Default ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredNoAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesField: TownData TypeTextField Size50FormatInput 

MaskCaptionTownDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredYesAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 
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CompressionYesField: CountyData TypeTextField Size50FormatInput 

MaskCaptionCountyDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredYesAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode 

CompressionYesField: PostcodeData TypeTextField Size50Format`w1Input 

Mask> LL00 0LL; 0; _CaptionPostcodeDefault ValueValidation RuleValidation 

TextRequiredYesAllow Zero LengthNoIndexedNoUnicode Compression 
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